Do you like the adventure and wilderness?
“La Ruta del Arriero” is the perfect hangout for you!
Since may 31st to June 7th 2021 between mountains, “carriel” and waterfall you can be witnesses of
the PC12, the only adventure race of the ARWS (Adventure race worshampionship series). that is
currently carrying out in Colombia. The plan we show for you as a companion is the follow one.

Tuesday 1 June- Day 1. “Al que madruga Dios le ayuda”
At 1:30 a.m. begins the adventure. we start from Medellin with the convoy of competitors and the
staff of PC12 to some far and secret place when the race is about to begin.
There will live the exciting departure of some of the most experimented adventure racers in the
planet. And meanwhile they go to suffer… we are going to discover between coffee plantations and
banana trees a beautiful Colombian art with more than 100 years of history.

Wednesday 2 June- Day 2. “Visitando al diablo”
We are going to breakfast and we let in fall in love of the nature beauty in this territory. Between
prehistory footpath and the “arrierros” ways we found mist forest, crystal puddles, caves,
viewpoints to get to the “Boca de diablo”. A natural show that you don ‘t want loss.

Thursday 3 June- Day 3. “El que no se arriesga no cruza el río”
We wonder a gorgeous and green path to enjoy a day of extreme adventure with waterfall and log
fire on board. We will eat delicious because some people say “Barriga llena, Corazon contento”

Friday 4 June- Day 4. “A caballo regalado, no se le mira el colmillo”
We wait a peacefully route riding horses to know this beautiful territory full of blinding landscapes.
Like arrieros, by horse, we will know the town and at the end of the day we will see the start of the
suffering of the PC12´s rookies. we top of with cultural Friday… drink night and nice music.

Saturday 5 June- Day 5. “Amanecerá y veremos”
We can enjoy the climax of the race. We will see the first “berracos” to get tired to the winning goal
and they will cry of joy because no matter what position they get, they will finally end the race… one
of the most difficult discipline in the world.

Include
Transportation from Medellín. The passenger must arrive at the meeting point.
Accompaniment with a permanent guide throughout the tour. Medical assistance.
Day 1 includes:
Breakfast
Local guide with thematic guide
Tour through the historic center of the town
Lunch
Visit to artisan workshop
Muleteer story
Cup of origin coffee
Dinner
Hostel accommodation
Day 3 includes:
Breakfast
Visit and Entrance to Natural Park
Lunch
Bonfire
Optional: Climbing and Rappelling Activity
Dinner
Hostel accommodation

Day 2 includes:
Breakfast
Local guide with thematic guide
Hiking outing
Hydration
Refreshment
Lunch
Visit to viewpoint
Dinner
Hostel accommodation
Day 4 includes:
Breakfast
Local guide
Horse riding through the village
Lookout
Lunch
Dinner
Hostel accommodation

Day 5 includes:
Breakfast
Free day to see the arrival of competitors, closing and awards
Return to Medellin

Doesn’t include
Climbing and rappelling activity on day 3 - Equipment for activities
Consumption made individually by the passenger - Expenses not specified
Biosafety kit

Important note:
The plan could change because the coronavirus or the social/cultural dynamics proper of the home
community which they must been respected. The adjustments that need to be done will be debated
with the entire group.

Recommendations

Biosecurity
Each passenger must have a minimum kit of: 200 ml minimum antibacterial gel, at least 400
ml 70% glycerinated alcohol, 4 reusable face masks - Disposable face masks are NOT
allowed.
La Vibra (good vibes)
Get on the bus with the best disposition so that you can enjoy the sporting, natural and
cultural adventure that we are going to experience.
Respect and abide by the indications of the guides and those in charge of the operation of
tourist services.
Respect and enjoy the provisions and guidelines specific to the social and cultural dynamics
of the host communities. Respect private property, its locals and customs.
Leave in place the flora and fauna material of the different ecosystems that are visited.
Avoid excessive intake of alcoholic beverages and carrying weapons.
Deposit garbage and solid waste in the places provided for this and, if possible, collect those
that others have left behind.
Support local communities by buying their products and crafts and paying a fair price. Avoid
giving alms.
Save water Take short baths. Consume the minimum of water when doing personal
hygiene; it is a very valuable resource!
La Pinta (clothing)
Prepare very well for the cold…. It is going to be tenacious. Wear warm clothing and long
sleeves that protect from the sun, cold, and insects.
Hat or cap and dark glasses.
Travel light with luggage, bring a small backpack.
Wear comfortable shoes with good grip and suitable for walking.
Health
Tell us if you have vegan or vegetarian eating habits.
Use sunscreen and insect repellent (hopefully environmentally friendly).
Stay hydrated constantly.
Bring your personal medications.
Please let us know if you have medical restrictions of any kind.

The papers and “Chécheres”
Bring your personal identification document.

Grooming items.
Photographic camera and batteries.
Charger and accessories for your cell phone.
Thermos for the liquid.
Flashlight.
Personal backpack or assault backpack for walking.
Plastic bag to return waste and / or store wet clothes.
The book you are reading.
Cash and small denomination money.
Do not carry valuables, you will not need them.

